
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of director, risk management. To join our growing team, please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for director, risk management

Create a security assessment framework then perform and report on security
assessments that identify risks across the organization’s governance,
infrastructure, operational and other controls / environments
Direct and lead the team to review the design, deployment, and operational
state of security controls and remediate gaps identified
Develop and promote the security assessment programs, ensuring
technology control owners are assessing the technology risk in their
environments identifying breaks in their control effectiveness
Liaise with technology process owners to ensure they understand security
and compliance risks that need to be mitigated
Liaise with Internal Audit, External Audit, Regulators/Examiners, and other
entities performing control reviews
Assist process owners in the development of controls to mitigate technology
risks
Help define control lifecycle to ensure that controls are
reviewed/updated/retired, owners are engaged, performers are aware and
trained on their responsibilities
Ability to communicate effectively and influence people across multiple levels
Participate and lead external initiatives to expose and mitigate fraud risks
that threaten online commerce the company’s business
Focuses on risk reduction, patient safety, patient experience and loss
prevention, and collaborates with colleagues in the Quality Assurance

Example of Director, Risk Management Job
Description
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Qualifications for director, risk management

Professional designations a plus
Experience evaluating renewal proposals, preparing financial comparisons of
competing proposals, making recommendations to senior management
First level university degree with a focus in business or risk management
Decisiveness, action-orientation, personal integrity, capability to persevere in
difficult situations
Subject-matter expertise and excellent command of risk management,
including holistic understanding of risks
Review and validation of risk models (internal models for banks/insurance,
IARB, VaR model, credit, …)


